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Devices for high-throughput aggregation and
manipulation of mammalian cells

Field of the invention
The present application relates to devices for high-throughput aggregation of cells
and their long-term culture as well as their manipulation within the device. Such
cell aggregates are used in basic biology, especially developmental and cancer
biology, regenerative medicine and pharmaceutical screenings.

The present invention also concerns methods for the fabrication of such devices.

Background of the invention

Tissues self-organize as complex three-dimensional entities of specialized cells,
adjacent support cells, extra-cellular matrix components and other structural and
dimensional elements that cross talk continuously to ensure and maintain
function (Li et al. 2005). This multicomponent microenvironment, termed niche,
has been minimally simplified in classical two-dimensional cell culture systems
that serve as standardized platforms for basic research ranging from
developmental biology studying the differentiation of cell types of interest to
pharmacological screenings of, for example, tumorigenic cells. However results
from such two-dimensional assays critically lack the translational aspect back to
the three-dimensional in vivo environment (Griffith etal. 2006). As a consequence,
experimental designs have been strongly shifting during the past decade towards
the implementation of more relevant 3D models, such as cell aggregate cultures
(Abbott 2003, Zhang 2004, Pampaloni etal. 2007).

For spheroid formation, hanging drop systems have been established to reliably
form cell clusters in a well-controlled manner (Keller 1995). In short, cells are
suspended in drops of medium from the lid of a culture plate to induce cell
aggregation by gravitational forces. This method is vastly labor-intensive, time-
consuming and generally not easily amenable to scalable cultures. While nutrient
delivery is ensured to the complete surface of the generated spheroid, medium
exchange to enable long-term culture of the aggregates in this format is
impossible. Furthermore only a certain range of sizes for cell clusters can be
covered with this system (Lin etal. 2008).

Conventional round bottom polystyrene 96-well plates have been introduced into
standard biological cell culture for simplified cell aggregation. While this culture
format permits a near-natural conformation, i.e. spherical ground cavity, for the
production of cell clusters of a wide range of sizes, drawbacks include the difficulty
of medium exchange without disturbance of the formed spheroid and still the lack
of throughput. Nonetheless 96-well round bottom plates are the most widely used
culture format for in vitro organogenesis assays (Eiraku et al. 2011, Suga et al.

2011, Nasu etal. 2012, Lancaster etal. 2013)



To overcome this issue for the field of early developmental biology, a research area
where embryonic stem cells are often cultured and differentiated in cell
aggregates, a device for the large-scale production of embryonic stem cell clusters
has been recently proposed (Ungrin et al. 2008). The device sold as AggreWell™
(STEMCELL Technologies, Canada, PCT/CA08/00397) is advertised as an easy
and standardized approach to the reproducible large-scale production of uniform
and size-controlled embryonic bodies (EBs). The EBs are generated by
centrifuging a cell suspension of defined concentration into a high-density array
of pyramidal microwells sized 400 or 800 microns in pyramid-base diameter to
initiate cell aggregation within 24 hours. The Aggrewell™800 system indeed
harbours microwells with a flat bottom plane, representing a final structure of
pyramidal frustums, which partially, if not fully, defeats the purpose of the initial
invention of providing a cell collection device where all cells are collected in a
central point of summed gravitational forces. Furthermore the system generally
exhibits multiple limitations, which render its application for long-term culture of
cell spheroids difficult. Larger sized EBs formed in AggreWell™ plates by either
high initial cell seeding density or cell aggregation followed by spheroid growth
for longer than 24h tend to form cone-like structures reflecting the architecture of
the AggreWell™ microwell. Constraining cells in non-natural conformations has
unknown effects on their biological function and it is currently suggested that
shape of the culture substrate can induce uncontrolled and unspecific lineage
commitment (Shiku et al. 2013). Moreover, AggreWell™ plates are limited to
optimal medium exchange during culture as handling steps such as pipetting
disturbs constraint of the spheroids within the microwells due to large openings
towards the plane exposed to the bulk medium.

AggreWell™ plates are sold as microwell arrays casted in polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS), a silicone elastomer that does not allow nutrient diffusion, which affects
growth and survival of cells on the side exposed to PDMS surfaces (Lee etal. 2004).
Furthermore, it is well known that PDMS is prone to biomolecule adsorption on
its surface (Toepke et al. 2006), a factor risking to bias final results of cell
signalling and drug screening experiments.

The lack of suitable cell culture substrates is addressed in recent techniques
hybridizing biology and material sciences through the application of
biocompatible scaffolds such as naturally derived or synthetic hydrogels (Rowley
et al. 1999, Lutolf et al. 2005, Tibbitt etal. 2009). Recent technologies have begun
to explore the use of such biomaterials for the delivery of bioactive molecules by
niche microarrays through flat bottom microwells in 2D (Gobaa et al. 2011) or
through 3D scaffolds (Ranga et al. 2014).

There is a need in the art for a method of interfacing reproducible cell aggregation
techniques to generate cell spheroids of a single or multiple given cell types with
smart functional biomaterials. There is a need in the art to generate these cell
aggregates in miniature cavities that imitate geometrical specifications of the
formed spheroid and where the geometries are fully customizable to fulfil
individual requirements of a given biological system. There is a need in the art to
apply all aforementioned requirements to large-scale productions of cellular
spheroids in order to provide clinically relevant numbers. There is also a need in



the art to allow experimentation and local manipulation of the produced cell
aggregates on the same device.

Other prior art publications disclose similar microstructures. For example KR
20130013537 A relates to a manufacturing method of microstructures and a
method for cell collecting using said microstructures.

In KR 20130013537 however, the process disclosed has several limitations and
disadvantages such as: -) the shape of the well is half sphere or ellipsoid;
-) the contact angle at well opening is minimum 20°;
-) small wells are impossible to realize;
-) the pitch (well-spacing) is identical to the diameter of the wells;
-) the material used is limited to PDMS;
-) the throughput is limited due to the well spacing (pitch);
-) a long term culture is impossible.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An aim of the present invention is to improve the known cell aggregate systems.

A further aim of the present invention is to propose a system that allows a better
tailoring to the need of the user with regards to through-put, size and geometry
and interfaces with in situ manipulation techniques.

A further aim is to propose a system that is user-friendly, reproducible and
reliable.

A novel family of cell aggregate systems is proposed according to the present
invention that will also enable the long-term culture of the formed cellular
spheroids within the same culture format.

According to the present invention, a 3D culture system is composed of an array
of high-aspect ratio round-bottom as well as U-bottom shaped microwells with
low pitch sizes and high side walls that can be reproduced in various materials not
limited to PDMS and other polymeric materials such as plastics, but more
importantly hydrogels such as those based on synthetic hydrophilic polymers,
preferably poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), or naturally derived components such as
Matrigel, agarose, gelatin or collagens.

To fabricate these arrays, the present invention takes advantage of solvent
evaporation of dilute polymer solutions to create round-shaped as well as U-
shaped structures. The round bottom shape is included in the U-bottom shape.
Round bottom microwells refer to U-bottom shaped microwells wherein the
height of the microwell is equal to the radius of the spherical bottom. Henceforth
only the term U-bottom or U-shaped will be used.

The formed U-bottom microwell structures are then molded in the substrate of
interest. The advantages of using especially PEG-based hydrogels as substrate
materials lie in the high permeability of nutrients, optimal and tailor-made



bioactivity while ensuring otherwise biological inertness (Lutolf et al. 2005).
Furthermore PEG-based substrates will permit the selective conjugation of
desired biomolecules to the bottom of the depicted microwells, allowing the study
of also non-soluble factors on cellular behaviour and development within
aggregates. By playing on the architecture of the U-bottom microwells, especially
the aspect ratio of well depth to diameter, spheroids can be embedded below the
surface plane of the culture substrate to minimize disturbance through handling
procedures such as movement or medium changes. Minimal pitch sizes in the
range of few cell diameters between the wells are sufficient to inhibit single cells
to rest on these borders, a process that can disturb equal cell distribution in each
well and that can exhibit uncontrolled signalling. Furthermore the integration of
microfluidic networks in close proximity to the microwell plane for the local and
timed delivery of molecules of interest allows the selective manipulation of the
formed aggregates during long-term culture. Additionally, this platform can be
applied for complete encapsulation of formed aggregates through sandwich
casting of a second layer of substrate atop the formed spheroids, which will allow
planar localization and drastically facilitate automated imaging during culture.

Accordingly, the present invention provides a method for generating cell
aggregates comprised of one or multiple cell types, through:

(1) Gravitational sedimentation or centrifugation of one or multiple cell types
simultaneously.

(2) Gravitational sedimentation or centrifugation of one cell type followed by
the addition of another cell type subsequently through gravitational
sedimentation at any given time after aggregation of the previous.

In summary the present invention proposes a novel all-in-one 2D and 3D cell
culture platform that offers high-throughput formation of cellular spheroids while
allowing their long-term culture without need to change culture format while also
enabling manipulation of the formed aggregates by local delivery of desired
bioactive molecules for functional studies.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

In one embodiment, the invention concerns a device for aggregating cells, said
device comprising at least one cavity wherein said cavity comprises a plurality of
microwells for receiving at least one cell, wherein each said well comprises a
vertical sidewall and a curved bottom.

Preferably, the device comprises a plurality of cavities, each said cavity comprising
a plurality of microwells.

In one embodiment, the diameter (d , the height (h and the interwell distance
(pitch, p of the microwells are uncoupled and can be varied independently of each
other.



In one embodiment, the microwells have an opening diameter of Ι µη to 3mm.

In one embodiment, the microwells have heights (h) of Ι µη to 3mm.

In one embodiment, the microwells have cavities of different sizes or shapes.

In one embodiment, the spacing (pitch size) between the microwells is minimal
such that cells falling within the area of the well will fall into a microwell and
participate in aggregate formation.

In one embodiment, the spacing between the microwells is in the range of Ι µη to
ΙΟΟµιη .

In one embodiment, the device comprises a microfluidic network with channels.

In one embodiment, the network of channels is beneath the plane of the
microwells.

In one embodiment, the network of channels is aligned with the microwells.

In one embodiment, the distance between the network of channels and the bottom
of the microwells is less than 500 µη .

In one embodiment, said microwells are made in a hydrogel layer.

In one embodiment, the hydrogel layer is based synthetic hydrophilic polymers,
or naturally derived components or hybrids of synthetic polymers and naturally
derived components.

In one embodiment, the synthetic hydrophilic polymer is selected from the group
comprising poly(ethylene glycol), polyaliphatic polyurethanes, polyether
polyurethanes, polyester polyurethanes, polyethylene copolymers, polyamides,
polyvinyl alcohols, poly(ethylene oxide), polypropylene oxide, polyethylene
glycol, polypropylene glycol, polytetramethylene oxide, polyvinyl pyrrolidone,
polyacrylamide, polyfhydroxy ethyl acrylate), poly(hydroxy ethyl methacrylate),
or mixtures thereof.



In one embodiment, the hydrogel is prepared by mixing and cross-linking of at
least two precursor components using a chemical reaction, wherein the first
precursor component comprises n nucleophilic groups and the second precursor
component comprises m electrophilic groups, wherein n and m are at least two
and the sum n+m is at least five, and wherein the crosslinking is preferably
conducted between

- a multi-arm-PEG macromer, preferably a four-arm-PEG macromer, end-
functionalized with nucleophilic, prefera-bly thiol-groups, with
- a multi-arm-PEG macromer, preferably an eight-arm-PEG macromer,
end-functionalized with electrophilic, prefer-ably vinylsulfone-groups at
appropriate concentrations and conditions such as to allow for the
crosslinked hydrogel layer to exhibit a shear modulus between 0.1 and 100
kPa.

In one embodiment, the hydrogel comprises an excess of free functional groups,
preferably nucleophilic groups, more preferably chosen from the group
comprising amines and thiols, and - in addition or alternatively - electrophilic
groups, preferably chosen from the group comprising acrylates, methacrylates,
acyl-amides, methacrylamides, acylonitiriles, quinones, vinyl-sulfones,
maleimides and their derivates.

In one embodiment, the microwells may be functionalized with one or more types
of bio-molecules.

In one embodiment, the biomolecules are proteins, oligopeptides,
oligonucleotides, or sugars.

In one embodiment, the proteins or peptides are ECM-derived or ECM-mimetic
and attached to the nucleophilic or electrophilic groups, preferably the thiol
groups of the PEG-based layer, using a heterobifunctional linker, wherein one
functional group of the linker is reactive to the functional groups attached to
termini of the polymer chains and the other functional group of the linker selected
from the group comprising succinimidyl active ester such as N-
hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), succinimidyl alpha-methylbutanoate, succinimidyl
propionate, aldehyde, thiol, thiol-selective group comprising acrylate, maleimide
or vinylsulfone, pyridylthioesters and pyridyldisulfide, is capable of
nonspecifically tethering to the biomolecule of interest via its amine groups.

In one embodiment, the biomolecules are tagged such as to be tethered to the
hydrogel surface by affinity.

In one embodiment, the tagged biomolecules have tags to enable binding to targets
chosen from the group comprising ProteinA, ProteinG, ProteinA/G, Streptavidin,
NeutrAvidin, NTA, antibodies, S-fragment of RNaseA, calmodulin, cellulose, chitin,
glutathione, amylose, or functionalized oligopeptides and oligonucleotides having



nucleophilic or electrophilic functional groups that can react with the functional
groups on the hydrogel network.

In one embodiment, the naturally derived components are selected from the
group comprising polysaccharides, gelatinous proteins, and ECM components
such as agarose, alginate, chitosan, dextran, gelatin, laminins, collagens,
j , fibrin or mixtures thereof or are selected from the group of complex

tissue derived matrices comprising Matrigel, Myogel and Cartigel.

According to the present invention, novel culture platforms made of high-density
micrometer-scale U-bottom shaped microwells for the reproducible formation of
cellular aggregates and their long-term culture is described. Such platforms are of
high interest as these aggregates were shown to form self-organized structures
displaying enhanced cellular function and, thus, stronger relevance in contrast
with conventional culture systems.

Even though other cell aggregation platforms, such as the above-described
AggreWells™ (Ungrin et al. 2008) and others (Giselbrecht et al. 2006, Chen et al.

2008, Choi et al. 2010, Liu et al. 2014) have been described over the past decade,
none of them were able to fabricate microstructures giving a satisfactory cell
aggregation. Indeed, spherical micrometer-scale pattern fabrication is a main
bottleneck in microtechnologies, as most of the standard processes form
structures with edges.

A recent study has demonstrated the fabrication of quasi-spherical microwells
through the use of ice lithography and subsequent PDMS replication (Liu et al.
2014). While simple and easily produced with commonly available tools, this
technique is still limited by the interdependence of height, diameter and pitch size
of the formed microwells. Further, the scalability of the platform is questionable,
as demonstrated by the low number of spheroids per array (below 25).

In contrast, by taking advantage of solvent evaporation from dilute polymer
solution, such as the epoxy-based negative photoresist SU-8, an evaporation
meniscus is formed at the interface of the condensing liquid on the rigid surface,
granting the ability to form densely packed spherical microstructures with high
geometrical reproducibility.

The main strength of the present invention is the decoupling of the microwell
diameter, height and the inter-well distance that grants a total freedom in array
geometry. The ability to vary these three parameters independently, an
impossibility in the aforementioned already existing prior art platforms, is needed
to develop biological application-based platforms rather than platforms in search
for applications.

Also, the proposed U-bottom shaped microwell arrays are preferably formed with
soft and highly hydrated substrates such as hydrogels rather than elastomers,
such as PDMS, to mimic as close as possible the physiological environment of cells.



It was demonstrated that single cell survival on the proposed substrate was
significantly higher than PDMS-based platforms (such as disclosed in the KR prior
art application cited above) and that cell aggregate growth was catalyzed on the
proposed substrate.

On the one hand, these results corroborate with the recent demonstrations of
hydrogel potency to support cell culture compared with non-hydrated substrates.

On the other hand, three-dimensional cell culture systems have appeared to be a
major answer to the lack of relevance of two-dimensional systems.

With the present hydrogel-based microwell array platform, it was demonstrated
that one could link the ability to aggregate cells in a high-throughput fashion and
the potential to provide these cells a three-dimensional environment by
encapsulating them in an upper layer of hydrogel. In addition, as the platform is
made of hydrogel, one could show the possibility to integrate microfluidic
networks into the platform.

And, as an additional advantage of the use of hydrogel, one could demonstrate the
possibility to chemically crosslink biofunctional ligand onto the microwells
surface enabling the assessment of the influence of tethered cues on the cultured
aggregates. The integration of three-dimensional culture, microfluidic networks
and microwell patterning and biofunctionalization into the same platform opens
a totally new physico-chemical and spatio-temporal space for high-resolution
screenings of 3D microtissues.

Finally, one shows that the platform could be used with any cell type, and more
specifically, with non spheroid-forming cell types such as MDA-MB231, human
breast cancer cells, that formed aggregates after two to three days and kept tightly
aggregated for at least five days.

The present invention presents the unique opportunity to enable "controllable"
cell co-cultures. Co-cultures are possible by either initially seeding multiple cell
types simultaneously or through the addition of other cell types to an ongoing
spheroid culture. Additionally, more than two cell types can be added at any given
time during the culture to allow for the systematic study of
self-organization, migration and cell redistribution.

The presented technology is a highly versatile and innovative multidimensional
screening platform for high-resolution screenings in space and in time. The
present approach consists in biological application specific-based platform
development unlike most of the aforementioned platforms. It is believed that
these kind of fully integrated technologies will support fundamental biology
advances as well as strongly catalyze translational research to clinics.

The invention will be better understood from the following description of the
drawings in which

Figures 1A to I D illustrates the principle of the present invention;



Figure 2 illustrates a microwell array three-dimensional geometry (inverted)
according to the present invention;

Figure 3 illustrates a microwell array top view geometry;

Figure 4 illustrates an overall view of an U-bottom microwell array;

Figure 5 illustrates a conceptual description of the U-bottom well fabrication
process;

Figures 6A to 6 C illustrate a theoretical and actual view of the geometry of a U-
bottom microwell;

Figure 7 illustrates a conceptual description of hydrogel casting;

Figures 8A to 8D illustrate different U-shaped microwell sizes;

Figures 9A to 9D illustrate U-shaped microwells reproduced in materials with
different stiffness;

Figure 10 illustrates examples of U-shaped microwells produced in a variety of
materials as indicated;

Figure 11 illustrates examples of small sizes microwells;

Figures 12 A-N illustrate limitations of the standard AggreWell™ platform;

Figures 13 A-G illustrate an example of varying cell density;

Figures 14 A-G illustrate an example of aggregate growth, size distribution and
pluripotency maintenance;

Figure 15 illustrates an example of aggregation potential of varying cell types as
indicated;

Figure 16 illustrates example of aggregation potential of non-sphere forming cell
types as indicated;

Figures 17 A-C illustrate an example of three-dimensional culture format;

Figures 18 A-F and enlargement 18 Gillustrate an example of U-bottom microwell
arrays with microfluidic integration;

Figure 19 illustrates an example of a bio-functionalization of the microwell
bottom;

Figure 20 illustrates examples of microwells in different shapes (top views and
sections views).



Figures 1A to I Dillustrate the principle of the present invention. According to this
principle, a plate 1 is provided with a series of wells 2 . Typical sizes of said
commercially available wells 2 are about 6.4-34.8mm in diameter and 1.76cm in
depth holding total liquid volumes of 0.36-16.8mL corresponding to working
volumes of 0.1-0.2mL to 1.9-2.9mL. This is of course an example and other plates
1 may be used with other sizes, either commercially available plates or specifically
made plates.

Figure I B shows a side cut view of the plate 1 of figure 1A with its wells 2 . One
sees in this figure I B a set of microwells 3 which are placed at the bottom of each
well 2 which forms one feature of the present invention.

Said microwells 3 are illustrated in more detail in figure 1C which is an enlarged
view taken from a well 2 of figure IB.

Accordingly, the present invention in an embodiment proposes to provide a set of
microwells 3 in a set of larger wells 2 of a plate 1.

Figure 2 shows a microwell 3 array 4 with a three-dimensional geometry
(inverted). For visualization purposes, the three dimensional geometry of the
microwell array 4 is shown inverted. This illustrates the generic structure of
U-bottom microwells 3 in a perspective illustration of a negative PDMS stamp (for
example) used to casta U-bottom microwells array.

Figure 3 illustrates an example of a microwell array 4 in top view geometry. The
theoretical top view of these arrays 4 is shown here. The microwells 3 have been
organized in order to maximize the density of wells for a given area of the array 4 .
Also, this organization of microwells 3 allows to minimize the inter-well distance,
thus, preventing cells to grow in-between microwells 3 .

The distances d, h and p, which are defined in figure 1C, can be chosen
independently with the fabrication techniques that are described in the present
application. As examples, the size of d and h can range from Ι µη t o 3000 µη
(3mm); the size range of p can be freely chosen. For optimal use of the device, h
should be always larger than or equal to d and p should be as small as possible,
much smaller than d (p«d) and typically in the range of 1µη -100 µη . If needed,
p larger than ΙΟΟµηι can be realized without restrictions.

Figure I D illustrates the percentage of cell capturing area (area covered by
microwells) as a function of the pitch size to well diameter ratio. At a ratio of 10:1,
the microwells already cover 74.95% of the total area. This percentage cannot be
significantly increased by further decreasing the pitch size.

Figure 4 illustrates an overall view of a U-bottom microwell 3 array. An array with
a bottom diameter of 8mm is cast in a well 2 of a 12-well plate 1 (see figure 1A).
Brightfield and fluorescent representation (small insert, left) of an area of the
array 4 with 72 microwells 3 containing clusters of 0ct4::GFP ESCs are shown. The
size of the aggregates is monodisperse and the pluripotency marker 0ct4 is



displayed in each cell cluster. This aggregate homogeneity illustrates the strong
reproducibility of the U-bottom microwell 3 platform.

The following table 1 gives examples of well plates 1 (see figure 1A with different
numbers of wells 2 per plate (6, 12, 24, 48 and 96), the well bottom area and the
microwells 3 diameter depending on the number of microwells 3 per well 2 .

Table 1

One of the advantages of the present invention is that it allows an easy refilling of
the medium in the microwells 3. Indeed, rather than refill each of said microwells
3 individually, which is, in addition, impossible below a given microwell size. With
the present invention, it is possible to act at the level of the wells 2 which are larger
than the microwells 3 and thus easier to refill.

Figure 5 illustrates a conceptual representation of a U-bottom microwell 3
fabrication process according to the present invention. U-bottom microwells 3 are
formed through defined volume deposition of dilute liquid materials, for example
polymers, such as the epoxy-based photoresist SU-8, to allow spherical bottom
shape formation through solvent evaporation. During solvent evaporation, the
deposited material condenses and wets the microwell 3 wall to form an inverted
half spherical bottom shape 5 at the bottom of the wells through surface tension
forces. After solidification of the deposited material, the structures can be used for
replica moulding to fabricate the microwell 3 arrays 4 .

Figure 6A illustrates a theoretical description of the final geometry of a microwell
post-evaporation, as discussed above in relation to figure 5 . A perspective
illustration of a single Si well 3 with inverted SU-8 cap 5 at the bottom of the well



is shown including a cross-section along the center r depicts the radius of the
inverted cap, that equals the radius of the pre-etched well h i relates to the depth
of the well equal to the depth pre-etched in Si. h2 relates to the total height of
printed SU-8 before solvent evaporation, approximating the radius of the pre-
etched well (figure 6B). An example of a microwell 3 with SU-8 deposition to form
a U-shaped well bottom (bottom left) or without (bottom right) replica-molded
into PEG hydrogel is given in the image of figure 6C.

Figure 7 illustrates an example of a conceptual description of PDMS & hydrogel
casting of a plate 1 according to the present invention. After silanization of the
template silicon stamp to render the surface hydrophobic, the U-bottom
structures are replica-molded into PDMS. The formed PDMS U-bottom microwell
negative is then used to cast any desired material onto coverslips or directly at the
bottom of wells 2 of tissue culture plates 1. Coverslips, where employed, may be
fixed in any suitable manner in the wells 2, for example through biocompatible
adhesive thin films, such as thin layers of PEG hydrogel.

Figures 8A-8D illustrates examples of different U-shaped microwell sizes. Using
PEG hydrogel (G'~12.5kPa), different combinations of the varying parameters, (d,
distance, h, height and p, pitch were achieved. Confocal images (orthogonal views)
of microwells 3 of ΙΟΟµηι, 250 µη , 400 µη and 1.25mm diameter are represented
(A-D). The exact design of these three different samples is the following:
Fig.8A: the microwell 3 has a diameter of ΙΟΟµηι, a height of 200 µη and an
interwell distance of 40µη .
Fig.8B: the microwell 3 has a diameter of 250 µη , a height of 400 µη and an
interwell distance of 40µη .
Fig.8C: the microwell 3 has a diameter of 400 µη , a height of 400 µη and an
interwell distance of 40µη .
Fig.8D: the microwell 3 has a diameter of 1.25mm, a height of 1mm and an
interwell distance of 40µη .

This shows the strong versatility of the platform of microwells according to the
present invention.

Figure 9A to 9D illustrates U-bottom microwells in different stiffness. Using PEG
hydrogels with varying polymer content (w/v, 1.25%, 2.5%, 5%, 10%, as indicated
in the drawings) different absolute stiffnesses were demonstrated to be moldable
as U-bottom microwell arrays. The U-bottom microwell structures of the present
invention were easily imprinted in hydrogels having a stiffness of 150 Pa (G'),
figure 9A, to approx.. 30 kPa (G'), figure 9D. This wide coverage is crucial to
address biological questions relating to cell aggregate interactions with substrates
of varying rigidity.

Figure 10 illustrates the variety of materials that may be used as indicated in the
drawings. From the PDMS negative mold, diverse materials were imprinted with
the above-described pattern. PDMS can be replica molded to give rise to U-bottom
microwell arrays in PDMS. Preferably the U-bottom microwell arrays are
reproduced in soft biocompatible polymers: standard synthetic hydrogels such as
polyethylene glycol (PEG) were demonstrated to be moldable as well as natural



hydrogels, such as agarose, alginate, gelatin, matrigel and collagens. Of course,
other equivalent materials may be used.

Figure 11 illustrates an embodiment of small sizes wells. Microwells 3 of sizes
comprised between 10 and 50 µη wells were moulded in 12.5kPa PEG hydrogel
to create a single cell culture platform. Single cells were successfully seeded in
separate well.

Figure 12 (A) to (N) shows the limitations of the standard AggreWell™ platform.
Brightfield representations of harvested 0ct4::GFP ESCs aggregates (i.e. 500,
1000, 2000 and 3000 cells per microwell) after 24h of culture in 400 µη diameter
U-bottom microwells (A-D) as well as 400 µη dimensioned Aggrewells™ (E-H).
Several limitations of the AggreWell™ platform were observed. As already
suggested, (Shiku et al. 2013) cells aggregating in pyramidal shaped microwells
adopt a pyramidal shape (top). This can be seen with many different cell-seeding
densities, for example 500, 1000, 2000 and 3000 cells per microwells (arrows).
However, cells aggregates formed in U-bottom microwells were significantly more
round. Indeed, the spheroid eccentricity (I), form factor (J) and compactness (K)
were found to be significantly different between the U-bottom microwells and the
Aggrewells™ for most of the cell densities. This lack of compactness was confirmed
by assessing the number of floating cells after harvesting between the two
platforms (L) and we found that, after harvesting, more single cells were floating
in the supernatant of Aggrewells™ conditions compared to those of the U-bottom
microwells of the present invention. Finally, using time-lapse imaging, cell
aggregates, such as 0ct4::GFP ESCs (M) and NIH3T3 fibroblasts (N) aggregates,
seeded onto AggreWell™ surface (PDMS surface) were observed to crawl along the
microwells walls. These observations demonstrate the need for novel culture
platforms such as the present invention that use more inert culture substrates and
culture substrates that show greater biocompatibility than PDMS.

Figure 13 (A) to (G) illustrates examples of measured varying cell density. Using
mouse 0ct4::GFP ESCs, three different cell densities,
(A) one cell per microwell,
(B) 100 cells per microwell
(C) 500 cells per microwells,
were seeded into 400 µη diameter and 400 µη height U-bottom microwells. The
size distribution of each density was assessed after 24h. Over this period, the
aggregates grew to about 25µη , ΙΙΟµηι and 140 µη for one cell per microwell, 100
cells per microwell and 140 cells per microwell, respectively.

(D) Brightfield representations of the growth of single cells over a 5 days period.
A difference in growth potential can be observed for different single cells.
Therefore, the microwell arrays according to the present invention are a potent
tool to assess heterogeneity of stem cell populations at the single cell level, such
as their varying clonal expansion potential.

(E) Single embryonic stem cell viability was assessed in U-bottom microwell
arrays according to the present invention (RBW PEG) and compared to the



standard AggreWell™ arrays (AW PDMS). The arrays according to the present
invention supported significantly single cell survival. *** corresponds to p<0.001.

(F) The size distribution of clonally expanded colonies from single cells was
assessed after 5 days in AggreWell™ and

(G) in U-bottom microwell arrays according the present invention.

Compared to the Aggrewell™ platform aggregates formed and cultured in U-
bottom microwells according to the present invention are more homogeneous in
size.

Figure 14 (A) to (G) illustrates aggregate growth, size distribution and
pluripotency maintenance. Aggregate growth of mouse 0ct4::GFP ESCs was
assessed for 5 days in the U-bottom microwell platform according to the present
invention (RBW PEG) in comparison to the AggreWell™ platform (AW PDMS) (A).
After compaction of the cells, the growth of the clusters was significantly improved
in the U-bottom microwells according to the present invention in comparison to
AggreWells™ (B, C). The size distribution of the aggregates was assessed at day 5 .
The U-bottom microwell platform according to the present invention (C) shows a
higher monodispersity of the aggregates' size compared to AggreWells™ (B).
(D) Brightfield representations of the growth of 500 cells per microwell over a 5
days period in a U-bottom microwell array. Aggregate growth is almost identical
over the array. Thus, the platform of microwells according the present invention
displays a strong potential for high-throughput generation of monodisperse
aggregates.
(E) In addition, aggregate loss upon medium change was assessed for the two
platforms. No significant difference was observed. In average, less than 7% of the
aggregates were lost upon medium change.
(F) Aggregate recovery from the platform was also assessed. No significant
difference was observed. Close to 100% of the aggregates can be recovered.
Finally, the maintenance of the main ESCs pluripotency marker 0ct4 was analysed
by FACS everyday (data not shown).
At day 5 (G), still 99.0% of the cells express the marker, which is comparable to
standard maintenance cultures.

Figure 15 illustrates an example of aggregation potential of varying cell types as
indicated in the figure. Various cell types were seeded onto the U-bottom
microwell arrays according to the present invention. Brightfield representations
of C2C12, HEK293T, NIH3T3 fibroblasts, NMuMG/E9 and human MSCs PT-2501
are shown. The different cell types successfully formed aggregates and could be
maintained for 5 days. Also they were all successfully harvested and kept
clustered (data shown for hMSCs PT-2501 only, as a representative example). This
high versatility of use demonstrates the strong potential of the microwells
platform according to the present invention.

Figure 16 illustrates an example for the aggregation potential of non-sphere
forming cell types as indicated in the figure. Non-sphere forming cells were seeded
onto U-bottom microwell arrays according to the present invention. Brightfield



representations at different culture times of MCF-7, MDA-MB231 and OP9 as well
as the corresponding harvested aggregates at day 5 are shown. The different cell
types successfully formed aggregates and could be maintained for 5 days. Also, all
three cell types were successfully harvested and kept clustered.

Figure 17 (A) to (C illustrates an example of three-dimensional culture format.
(A) Perspective illustration of 3D encapsulated aggregates by sandwich casting of
a second layer 6 of substrate, showing the potential of the technology according to
the present invention to combine the localization of the aggregates in one single
z-plane to enable encapsulated three-dimensional cultures.
(B Illustration of the proof of concept of the sandwich casting. An first layer of U-
bottom microwells 3 (400 µη diameter, 400 µη height and 40µη pitch) is
fabricated. PEG microbeads ( 200 µη diameter, G' 10-40kPa) were captured in
the microwells of this first layer my gravitational sedimentation to mimick cellular
clusters. A second layer of PEG hydrogel was casted on top of the array to form a
three-dimensional culture, completely encapsulating the PEG microbeads.
(C Confocal representation of the sandwich casting approach. This demonstrates
the potential of a platform according to the present invention to fabricate high
throughput planar three-dimensional culture.

Figures 18 (A) to (F and 18G illustrate a U-bottom microwell array according to
the present invention with microfluidic integration through perfusable
micrometer-scale channels.

Top view (A) and side cut view (B of the schematic illustration of a U-bottom
microwell 3 array according to the present invention with the integration of a
microfluidic network for example comprising channels 15, 16 which are
connected to respective inlets 15', 16' and outlets 15" and 16", see the perspective
view in figure 18G.
The network 5, 6 may be placed beneath the plane of the microwells 3 and aligned
with it or not.

In a variant, there may be several independent networks next to each other or
interconnected.

Figure 19 illustrates an example of functionalization of the microwell bottom.
Confocal representation of a U-bottom shaped microwell 3 (270 µη in diameter,
400 µη in height, 40µη pitch. The bottom of the microwell3 is functionalized with
a model protein, here BSA..

Figure 20 illustrates examples of microwells 3 according the present invention of
different shapes. Schematic representation of microwells 3 having multiple
geometrical shapes. Any shape, such as triangles, squares, toroids, and fully
irregular structures can be used to produce U-bottom microwells with the above-
discussed technique. These can be used for multiple applications; especially it can
be a powerful tool for assessing the impact of the culture substrate geometry on
cellular functions. Figures 20 illustrates top views and section views along A-A and
B-B.



Fabrication/ Material and Methods

U-bottom microwell array fabrication

Using a Si Bosch process, flat-bottom microwells (here, cylindrical) of desired
dimensions were etched into a silicon substrate. Then, a precise volume of a dilute
liquid material, for example polymers, such as the positive photoresist SU-8, was
added into these wells using inkjet printing. Other deposition techniques can
include, automated liquid dispensing, such as robotic liquid handling
workstations, manual dispensing, such as pipetting, or any other type of
deposition method. After evaporation, the material forms an evaporation
meniscus, and creates a spherical bottom to form the U-shaped structures (see
figures 5 and 6). The material is finally solidified and used as a pattern for PDMS
replica molding, which was then used as a molding pattern for the final substrate
(e.g hydrogel). This replica molding process allows the replication of the silicon
substrate geometry into the desired final substrate (see figure 7).

Microfabrication of U-bottom wells 3 according to the present invention within
each range of sizes using the above-mentioned approaches and values is very
promising to create very high-density microwell arrays (see figure 4) for single
cell culture and aggregate culture as shown in figures 11 and 13-16.

Moldable materials
Any kind of hydrogel (i.e. synthetic hydrogels as well as natural or naturally
derived hydrogels) for example PEG, agarose, alginate, gelatin, collagen, matrigel,
polymers such as PDMS, SU-8, etc., plastics such PMMA, PLA, PPA, PP, PE and so
on, ceramics, metals, alloys, minerals, non metallic mineral, and glass.

Cell culture
0ct4::GFP mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) provided by Austin Smith
(University of Cambridge) were routinely expanded without feeders in Dulbecco's
Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with leukemia inhibitory factor
(LIF), ESC screened fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco) (15%) medium, Non-essential
amino acids (NEAA) sodium pyruvate (lOmM) and b-mercaptoethanol (0.1 mM),
hereafter referred as ES cell medium (Smith 1991).

Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs, PT-2501, Lonza) and OP9 murine
stromal cells were routinely maintained in alpha-MEM supplemented with 10%
FCS (Hyclone, batch AUA33984) and Ing/mL human FGF-2 (Peprotech).

NIH3T3 fibroblasts, MCF-7 human breast cancer cells, MDA-MB231 human breast
cancer cells, C2C12 mouse myoblast cells, NMuMG E9 mouse breast cancer cells
and human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells were routinely maintained in
DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), HEPES (10 mM) and
sodium pyruvate (1 mM).

Aggregate formation



The cells were detached with trypsin. A cell suspension with a density of interest
was prepared (i.e. 3xl0 5 cells/mL, 6xl0 4 cells/mL, and 1000 cells/mL for
achieving 500 cells/microwell, 100 cells/microwell and 1 cell/microwell,
respectively) in the cell-type specific media. The U-bottom shaped microwell
arrays were casted at the well bottom of 24-well plates and 2mL of the prepared
cell solution was added in the well. Cells settled down by gravitational
sedimentation.
The cells were cultured for 5 days and the respective media was changed
everyday.

Results / Applications and examples

U-bottom microwells in various substrates and various sizes
U-bottom microwells 3 arrays 4 of different sizes (figure 8) were molded into a
variety of cell culture compatible substrates, including PDMS, PEG, agarose,
gelatin, alginate and matrigel. To test the replicability in substrates of varying
stiffness, the U-bottom microwells 3 arrays 4 were molded into PEG with polymer
contents (w/v) ranging between 2.5% to 10% (figure 9). The lowest PEG stiffness
castable was determined to be 150 Pa, equivalent to 2.5% PEG polymer content
(as determined by rheology), below which architecture of the microwells 3
structure is no longer entirely guaranteed. The U-bottom microwells 3 can be
efficiently reproduced in the aforementionned materials demonstrated by the
preserved architecture (see figure 10).

Single cell expansion and viability
Low cell densities, smaller than the number of were plated to maximize single cell
distribution within the wells 3 . Expansion and viability of single cells were
quantified over the timeframe of five days every 24 hours (see figure 17D)
between U-bottom microwells with a diameter of 400 µη in PEG (RBW PEG) and
AggreWell™400 (AW PDMS). The survival rate of cultured single 0ct4::eGFP ES
cells significantly (p<0.0001) increases from 48.36%±31.74% on AW PDMS to
85.05%±8.51% on RBW PEG (see figure 17E). Further single cells cultured on
RBW PEG grow to larger and more monodisperse aggregate populations after five
days of expansion compared to AW PDMS (see figure 17F-G).

Limitations of the state-of-the-art commercial platform
Aggregate sizes 24h after seeding were compared between EBs generated
in U-bottom microwells with diameters of 400 µ m (see figure 12 A-D)
versus state-of-the-art AggreWells™400 (see figure 12 E-H). We observed
that as opposed to U-bottom microwells the pyramidal shape of the
AggreWell™ cavity lead to the generation of deformed EBs caused by the
aggregates adapting the shape of the well (Figure 3.4 A-C, black arrows). We
also observed that at higher seeding densities (2000 and 3000 cells/EB)
more robust spheroid formation was observed for U-bottom microwells
compared to AggreWells™ (Figure 12 C-D versus G-H), as demonstrated by
the lower counts of floating cells in the supernatant (Figure 12 L). Generally,
EBs formed in U-bottom microwells displayed better indices of eccentricity
(Figure 12 I), form factor and compactness (Figure 12 I-K). These results



indicate that spheroid formation is generally enhanced in U-bottom
microwells.
Further w e observed that ES cells aggregated and cultured in Aggrewells™,
frequently started t o attach t o the PDMS surface within less than 24h
(Figure 12 M,N). The attached aggregates use the borders of sloped
pyramidal microwells to crawl along the edges. This leads t o the fusion of
aggregates and the formation of more disperse spheroid populations.

Aggregate size
U-bottom microwells 3 arrays 4 in 5% (w/v) PEG hydrogels were used to
aggregate and culture 0ct4::eGFP transgenic mouse ES cells. Initial aggregate size
can be controlled by tuning the cell-seeding density. Densities of single cells, 100
cells per EB and 500 cells per EB were targeted. Aggregate sizes 24h after seeding
were determined and compared (see figure 13A-C). Single cells, 100 cells, 500 cells
lead to EBs of 10-40 µ η, 90-130 µ η and 110-170 µ η in diameter.

Aggregate growth
Aggregate growth was quantified over the time course of five days from EBs of a
starting density of 500 cells (see figure 14D) between U-bottom microwells with
a diameter of 400 µ η in PEG (RBW PEG) and AggreWell™400 (AW PDMS).
The growth rate increases significantly (p<0.0001) after 48h for RBW PEG (see
figure 14A) Further, culturing 500 0ct4::eGFP cells per microwell leads to larger
and more monodisperse final aggregate populations on RBW PEG compared to
AW PDMS (see figure 14C-D).

Medium change and aggregate recovery
Medium was exchanged both on AW PDMS and RBW PEG every 24h for each of
the five consecutive days by aspirating the complete volume of old medium and
exchanging with the same amount through gentle pipetting at the side wall of the
culture plate. The complete array surface was imaged after every medium change
and aggregate loss was quantified. Aggregate loss for both AW PDMS and RBW
PEG is well below 10% (see figure 14E).

Aggregates were recovered by pipetting up and down in the center of the well
three times with complete liquid exchange each round and subsequently
transferring the supernatant to a new culture plate. The complete array was
imaged after this procedure to quantify aggregate recovery. Aggregate recovery
for both AW PDMS and RBW PEG is close to 100% (see figure 14F). Recovered
aggregates can be used for other biological analyses. We determined the
expression of 0ct4 by cells dissociated from EBs cultured for five days on RBW
PEG by flow cytometry. 99% of the cells retain their 0ct4 expression after culture
(see figure 14G).

Aggregation of various cell types
U-bottom microwell arrays were molded in 5% (w/v) PEG hydrogels. Aggregates
ofvarious cell types were formed within these microwell arrays at a given starting
density. C2C12, HEK293T, NIH 3T3 fibroblasts, NMuMG clone E9 and human
mesenchymal stem cells can efficiently form clusters on U-bottom microwells



within 24 hours. The clusters are stable and can be efficiently harvested after
culture, as demonstrated for human MSCs (figure 15).

U-bottom microwells 3 can be used to analyse cells that are inherently resistant
to aggregation, as demonstrated by the non-spheroid forming cancer cell line MDA
MB231. Within 24 hours the cells form loosely packed clusters, which compact
further over the subsequent days in culture, so that even stable clusters can be
retrieved from the microwells 3 arrays 4 after 120 hours (figure 16 top panel).

Mouse OP9 cells form stable clusters within 24 hours. Kept in culture in this
conformation, the cells efficiently differentiate into adipocytes within three days
also in the absence of exogenic adipogenic differentiation factors
(Dexamethasone, IBMX and Insulin). Adipocyte clusters can be harvested from the
microwell arrays at this point in time (see figure 16, bottom panel).

Planar 3D encapsulation
U-bottom microwell arrays can be used for the planar 3D encapsulation of cells
and spheroids to improve imaging quality and time consumption. As proof of
concept we formed 5% (w/v) PEG-Alexa546 U-bottom microwell arrays. After
polymerization, 200 µη 10% PEG-Alexa488 beads were distributed on top of the
microwell arrays and left to settle into the cavities. The bead filled arrays were
subsequently sealed with a second layer of 5% (w/v) PEG-Alexa647, completely
encapsulating the beads in one focal plane in a 3D PEG environment (see figure
17).

Aggregate microfluidics
In order to allow local and temporal biochemical manipulation of cell spheroids
after formation without the need of transfer to a new culture plate, microfluidic
channels were generated by micromolding below the plane of microwells 3 in
close proximity (<500 µη distance) to ensure diffusion of the desired molecules
within 24h. As proof of principle FITC labeled high molecular weight (2000kDa)
dextran was perfused through channels beneath U-bottom microwell arrays. The
dextran cannot perfuse through the hydrogel network, therefore efficiently and
selectively labeling only the inside of the microfluidic channel (see figure 18).

Microwellfunctionalization
U-bottom microwells 3 can be functionalized with different proteins according to
previously described methods (Kobel etal. 2012). In brief, thin films of protein are
formed on a hydrophilic glass slide on which a PDMS stamp is placed to allow
adsorption of the protein onto the PDMS surface. During the subsequent molding
step of PEG, the protein is transferred to the hydrogel surface where it is
incorporated into the hydrogel mesh through either static interactions or
formation of covalent bonds. As proof of principle we used Alexa-647 labeled BSA
to functionalize 5% (w/v) PEG-Alexa488 hydrogels (see figure 19).

Microwells of different shapes
With the presented technology, any shape U-bottom microwells 3 can be
fabricated for specific applications (see figure 20). Indeed it has been shown that
cells or cell aggregates function is strongly influenced by the geometry of their



culture substrate. Thus, the presented microwells 3 array 4 has a high potential to
answer how function is linked to geometry.

The examples, embodiments and process steps described in the present
application are given byway of examples and should not be construed in a limiting
manner.

Other variations are possible within the scope of the present invention by way of
equivalent devices, materials and processes or steps. Also the embodiments
described herein may be combined as desired according to the circumstances.
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Claims

1. A device (1) for aggregating cells comprising at least one cavity (2),
wherein said cavity comprises a plurality of microwells (3) for receiving at least
one cell, wherein each said well comprises a vertical sidewall and a curved bottom.

2 . The device as defined in claim 1, wherein said device comprises a plurality
of cavities (2), each said cavity (2) comprising a plurality of microwells (3).

3. The device as defined in one of the preceding claims, wherein diameter (d),
the height (h) and the interwell distance (pitch, p) of the microwells (3) are
uncoupled and can be varied independently of each other.

4 . The device as defined in one of the preceding claims, wherein the
microwells (3) have an opening diameter (d) of Ι µη to 3mm.

5. The device as defined in one of the preceding claims, wherein the
microwells (3) have heights (h) of Ι µη to 3mm.

6 . The device as defined in one of the preceding claims, wherein the
microwells (3) have cavities of different sizes or shapes.

7. The device as defined in one of the preceding claims, wherein the spacing
(pitch size) between the microwells (3) is minimal such that cells falling within
the area of the well will fall into a microwell (3) and participate in aggregate
formation.

8 . The device as defined in one of the preceding claims, wherein the spacing
between the microwells is in the range of Ι µη to ΙΟΟµηι .

9 . The device as defined in one of the preceding claims, wherein it comprises
a microfluidic network with channels (5, 6).

10. The device as defined in the preceding claims, wherein the network of
channels is beneath the plane of the microwells (3).

11. The device as defined in one of claims 9 or 10, wherein the network of
channels (5,6) is aligned with the microwells (3).



12. The device as defined in one of claims 9 to 11, wherein the distance
between the network of channels (5,6) and the bottom of the microwells (3) is less
than 500 η .

13. The device as defined in one of the preceding claims, wherein said
microwells (3) are made in a hydrogel layer.

14. The device as claimed in claim 13, wherein said hydrogel layer is based on
synthetic hydrophilic polymers, or naturally derived components or hybrids of
synthetic polymers and naturally derived components.

15. The device as defined in the preceding claim, wherein the synthetic
hydrophilic polymer is selected from the group comprising polyfethylene glycol),
polyaliphatic polyurethanes, polyether polyurethanes, polyester polyurethanes,
polyethylene copolymers, polyamides, polyvinyl alcohols, polyfethylene oxide),
polypropylene oxide, polyethylene glycol, polypropylene glycol,
polytetramethylene oxide, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, polyacrylamide, polyfhydroxy
ethyl acrylate), poly(hydroxy ethyl methacrylate), or mixtures thereof.

16. The device according to claim 15, wherein the hydrogel is prepared by mixing
and cross-linking of at least two precursor components using a chemical reaction,
wherein the first precursor component comprises n nucleophilic groups and the
second precursor component comprises m electrophilic groups, wherein n and m
are at least two and the sum n+m is at least five, and wherein the crosslinking is
preferably conducted between

- a multi-arm-PEG macromer, preferably a four-arm-PEG macromer, end-
functionalized with nucleophilic, preferably thiol-groups, with
- a multi-arm-PEG macromer, preferably an eight-arm-PEG macromer,
end-functionalized with electrophilic, preferably vinylsulfone-groups at
appropriate concentrations and conditions such as to allow for the
crosslinked hydrogel layer to exhibit a shear modulus between 0.1 and 100
kPa.

17. The device according to one of claims 13 to 16, wherein the hydrogel
comprises an excess of free functional groups, preferably nucleophilic groups,
more preferably chosen from the group comprising amines and thiols, and - in
addition or alternatively - electrophilic groups, preferably chosen from the group
comprising acrylates, methacrylates, acyl-amides, methacrylamides,
acylonitiriles, quinones, vinyl-sulfones, maleimides and their derivates.

18. The device according to one of claims 1 to 17, wherein the microwells are
functionalized with one or more types of bio-molecules.



19. The device according to claim 18, wherein the biomolecules are proteins,
oligopeptides, oligonucleotides, or sugars.

20. The device according to claim 19, wherein the proteins or peptides are ECM-
derived or ECM-mimetic and attached to the nucleophilic or electrophilic groups,
preferably the thiol groups of the PEG-based layer, using a heterobifunctional
linker, wherein one functional group of the linker is reactive to the functional
groups attached to termini of the polymer chains and the other functional group
of the linker selected from the group comprising succinimidyl active ester such as
N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), succinimidyl alpha-methylbutanoate, succinimidyl
propionate, aldehyde, thiol, thiol-selective group comprising acrylate, maleimide
or vinylsulfone, pyridylthioesters and pyridyldisulfide, is capable of non-
specifically tethering to the biomolecule of interest via its amine groups.

21. The device according to one of claims 18 to 20, wherein the biomolecules are
tagged such as to be tethered to the hydrogel surface by affinity.

22. The device according to claim 21, wherein the tagged biomolecules have tags
to enable binding to targets chosen from the group comprising ProteinA, ProteinG,
ProteinA/G, Streptavidin, NeutrAvidin, NTA, antibodies, S-fragment of RNaseA,
calmodulin, cellulose, chitin, glutathione, amylose, or functionalized oligopeptides
and oligonucleotides having nucleophilic or electrophilic functional groups that
can react with the functional groups on the hydrogel network.

23. The device as defined in claim 14, wherein the naturally derived components
are selected from groups comprising polysaccharides, gelatinous proteins, and
ECM components such as agarose, alginate, chitosan, dextran, gelatin, laminins,
collagens, hyaluronan, fibrin or mixtures thereof or are selected from the group of
complex tissue derived matrices comprising Matrigel, Myogel and Cartigel.
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